
Artist:Â Tau LewisVenue:Â Cooper Cole, TorontoExhibition Title:Â Triumphant Alliance of the Ubiquitous Blossoms of Incarnate SoulsDate: October 17 â€“ November 28, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of
images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Cooper Cole, Toronto&nbsp;Link: Tau Lewis at Cooper ColeThe post Tau Lewis at Cooper Cole first appeared on Contemporary Art
Daily.Artist:Â Karla KaplunVenue:Â House of Gaga, Mexico CityExhibition Title:Â La CompaÃ±ÃaDate: September 25 â€“ November 28, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link
available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of House of Gaga, Mexico CityPress Release:Gaga is pleased to announce Karla Kaplunâ€™s (b.1993, QuerÃ©taro, MÃ©xico) first show in the
gallery.&nbsp;Orbituary&nbsp;Come in, she says. Are you afraid of the balance loss?On my sanguine flowers lean, on my veilâ€”fast you go to the emptiness, far away is where the floor isâ€”: the more my wax
transmutes into heat, the more the eagle bites and the more the hall falls.&nbsp;In the last tangibility, the nightfalled orchestra awaits you. Listen to its score, to its weeping note. Algid snake, awaken angel! So many
mirrors are your face and so much blindnessâ€¦&nbsp;Welcome to our Company! Not an spectator: expectant you are. There is no front row, machinery onlyâ€¦&nbsp;Â«Incipit tragoedia / incipit parodiaÂ»! Lo and behold:
during the play our Â«life at stakeÂ».&nbsp;bruno darÃoLink: Karla Kaplun at House of GagaThe post Karla Kaplun at House of Gaga first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Paulino ViotaVenue:Â fluent,
SantanderExhibition Title:Â ContactosDate: October 8 â€“ November 25, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Videos:Paulino Viota, Fin de un
InviernoÂ (A winterâ€™s end), 1968. 16 mm. b/n. 27 min [Nuevo telecine]Images courtesy of fluent, SantanderPress Release:fluent announces its reopening in a new venue with a solo exhibition dedicated to the work of
filmmaker, theorist and educator Paulino Viota. The exhibition Paulino Viota, Contactos contains a selection of four of his films admist diagrams, film studies and writings that reveal the consistency and diversity of
Viota&#8217;s sophisticated and complex practice. It also highlights his dialogue with the history of filmmaking and his reflection on the formal language of the moving image. After producing films between 1966 and 1982,
Viota has devoted his life to research cinematic languages and he is now hailed as one of the most influential filmmakers of Spain.Paulino Viota was born in Santander in 1948 and studied Economics at the University of
Bilbao. He made his first short film in 1966, and until 1982 has created a body of work that is rich in eccentric, subversive and expansive films. Even if outlined by the specific nature of the moving image, Viota&#8217;s
work is not confined by it: he also writes, makes drawings, and visual studies, and since 1982 he has had a fundamental practice researching and teaching at different educational frameworks.Viota&#8217;s work is a
demanding one due to its sophistication and formal diversity â€“from formal exercises in structuralist language such as Duration (1970) to the fiction / documentary interplay that characterizes some of his filmsâ€“.The
expansiveness beyond the limits of the screen, the ambiguous status of the moving image and the experimental character of his works are common features of the materials featured in the exhibition and of Paulino
Viota&#8217;s work at large.The title of this exhibition takes its title from the homonimous film made in 1970, which in turn refers to Stockhausen&#8217;s piece, KontÃ¤kte. However this film was considered as the
backbone of Viota&#8217;s practice, it is absent from the show, invoked by other works that precede and follow it. The characters and contexts that Viota portrays are of a very diverse nature, crossing the geographies
that he traveled, mainly between Santander and Madrid. The films included in the exhibition, in Super 8 mm, 16 mm and 35 mm, were conceived through a series of preliminary studies, drawings and writings, some of
which are shown here for the first time.Contactos presents four films that are crosslinked with a selection of works on paper. The films span his entire productive years and highlight different aspects of the filmic work, both
thematically and in terms of formal language. The work of Viota is inextricably linked to the politics of the time, and the exhibition also explores several discursive strategies that the artista has used along the years.Paulino
Viota&#8217;s work is part of the MNCARS Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina SofÃa collection, as well as it has being very present in the programs of the national Film Library, Circulo de Bellas Artes de Madrid and
Jeau de Paume in Paris.Link: Paulino Viota at fluentThe post Paulino Viota at fluent first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Josiane M.H. PoziVenue:Â Gandt, QueensExhibition Title:Â PingeyOrganized
By:Â Robert SnowdenDate: September 27 â€“ November 22, 2020Click here to view slideshow Full gallery of images and link available after the jump.Images:Video: Josiane M.H. Pozi, Pingey, 2019, Video, 17:35Images
courtesy of Gandt, QueensLink: Josiane M.H. Pozi at GandtThe post Josiane M.H. Pozi at Gandt first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.This weekâ€™s featured exhibitions:Wanda Koop at Night GalleryAzadeh
Elmizadeh at Franz KakaMegan Marrin at Queer ThoughtsLewis Stein at VIN VINAntoine Catala at 47 CanalMarie Lund at Croy NielsenMarte EknÃ¦s at Kunsthall StavangerMarte EknÃ¦s at A MAIORTauba Auerbach at
STANDARD (OSLO)Paul Heyer at Chapter NYThe 11th Berlin Biennale for Contemporary ArtBusan Biennale 2020Vivian Suter at BrÃ¼cke-MuseumHave an exellent week.The post Week in Review: November 22, 2020
first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Vivian SuterVenue:Â BrÃ¼cke-Museum, BerlinExhibition Title:Â Bonzoâ€™s DreamDate: September 13, 2020 â€“ February 14, 2021Selected By: Big Apple CircusClick
here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of BrÃ¼cke-Museum, BerlinPress Release:The BrÃ¼cke Museum has opened itself up to
contemporary artistic figures and perspectives, starting with Sol Caleroâ€™s Casa Isadora pavilion in 2018. Vivian Suter is now showing her first solo exhibition in Germany.Her canvases hang freely in the space,
overlapping on the wall or spread out on the floor. Detached from the frame, the fabric swings gently in the exhibition space. The installation invites visitors to seek out their own paths and to experience the works spatially.
For Suter, it is about the overall impression more than the individual imageâ€”which the artist never marks with a title or date.Exploration and subjective experience play a significant role for the Argentinian-Swiss painter
Vivian Suter. With every exhibition, she enters into a direct dialogue with the space. No exhibition is like another. In the free play of the installation, the works are recombined with each other in ever new waysâ€”some
moving into the background while something previously hidden enters into the light. In the BrÃ¼cke Museum, Suterâ€™s works are complimented by around 40 paintings and artisanal pieces from the collection. The
pieces include rarely exhibited reverse sides of paintings by Ernst Ludwig Kirchner, a tapestry by Erich Heckel, and a carved chess set by Karl Schmidt-Rottluff.â€œAs a museum launched by artists, we want to continue
seeking dialog with contemporary artists. I am delighted that Vivian Suter accepted my invitation and that her first museum show in Germany is taking place here at the BrÃ¼cke museum. The broadness of the exhibition
creates surprising juxtapositions and entirely new visual axes that augment the way our museum spaces can be seen, while also making it possible to look at the collection from a new perspective,â€• says museum
director Lisa Marei Schmidt.The exhibition was created in close collaboration with Suter and her mother, the artist Elisabeth Wild, who passed away in the spring of 2020. Also on show are a series of her small-format
collages, composed meticulously from magazine cuttings. Wild intuitively compiled a multifaceted ensemble of BrÃ¼cke works that spans the entire creative period of the artists without claiming to be exhaustive. The
works are grouped into loose thematic chapters in the exhibition, such as the early works of the BrÃ¼cke artists or Karl SchmidtRottluffâ€™s late still lifes.The exhibition juxtaposes classic and contemporary artistic
figures and perspectives, making it possible for visitors to reflect upon lines of connection and upon differences. The spatially expansive installation of Suterâ€™s works recalls the studio-cum-homes of the BrÃ¼cke
artists, furnished with self-designed furniture, printed fabrics, and woven textiles. Pursuing the idea of a Gesamtkunstwerk that touches upon all areas of life, they seek an intimate connection between art and life.Parallels
between the artistic self-images of Suter and key figures from the BrÃ¼cke movement are also visible in their bonds with nature. In reaction to the increasing prominence of technology around the turn of the century, the
BrÃ¼cke artists sought life experiences closer to nature. Humanity and its harmonic relationship with its environment became a key theme of their art. In ever-changing groups, they regularly spent summers at the lake or
by the sea, allowing them to create studies outside the studio. Suter too paints in the lush vegetation of her garden. Time and again, the viewer feels they have seen geometric blocks and thick swathes of paintâ€”but also
organic forms that recall exotic plants. Nature has an immediate presence in her art, becoming a creative element in her work.Born in Buenos Aires in 1949, Suter moved to Switzerland with her parents in the 1960s,
where she studied at the Kunstgewerbeschule Basel from 1967 to 1972. Since 1982, the artist has been living on a former coffee plantation on the outskirts of the small village of Panajachel in Guatemala. Her studio there
is located in a large garden that is reminiscent of a tropical jungle with its freely growing palm trees, ferns, and eucalyptus and avocado trees. In 2005, a storm destroyed large parts of the region and flooded Suterâ€™s
studio. Her works were drenched in water and mud. What initially seemed to be a destructive act of nature was later accepted by Suter as part of the paintings.She has since accepted nature as a creative element within
her artistic practice, deliberately exposing her canvases to its influences. In her outdoor work, rainwater, falling leaves, and animals leave their marks on her large-scale fabric panels. Upon closer inspection,
paint-encrusted branches and the pawprints of her dogs Tintin, Nina and Bonzo become visible. Detached from the tropical environment of their creation and placed in the exhibition, her paintings still attest to the nature of
the forest. â€œA garden of paintings emerges, and visitors can wander through it,â€• states Vivian Suter.In recent years Vivian Suter had numerous exhibitions, including at Camden Art Centre, London (2020); Tate
Liverpool (2019â€”2020); The High Line, New York (2019â€”2020); Institute of Contemporary Art, Boston (2019), and Mudam, Luxembourg (2019).Link: Vivian Suter at BrÃ¼cke-MuseumThe post Vivian Suter at
BrÃ¼cke-Museum first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artists: Koo Jeong A, Dave Hullfish Bailey, Gerry Bibby, Bianco Bondi, Monica Bonvicini, Gerard Byrne, Heo Chanmi, CO/EX, SandÃº DariÃ©, Sara Deraedt,
Stephan Dillemuth, Stan Douglas, Mandy El-Sayegh, Kim Gordon, Daiga Grantina, Aziz Hazara, Kim Heecheon, Camille Henrot, Lim Ho, Karl Holmqvist, Bae Jimin, Barbara Kasten, Song Kicheol, Jill Magid, Louise
HervÃ© &amp; ChloÃ© Maillet, Angelica Mesiti, Jang Minseung, LÃ¡szlÃ³ Moholy-Nagy, Han Mook, Jean Katambayi Mukendi, Lasse Krog MÃ¸ller, Emeka Ogboh, Vandy Rattana, Robert Zhao Renhui, Francesc Ruiz,
Park Sangho, Lee Seulgi, Amalie Smith, Josef Strau, Zai Tang, Jos de Gruyter &amp; Harald Thys, BarthÃ©lÃ©my Toguo, Liu Wa, Marnie Weber, Nho Wonhee, Marnie Weber, Lee Yona, Charles Lim Yi Yong, Kwon
Yongju, Carey Young, Erkan Ã–zgen, Bae Suah, ODÃ†RI, Bak Solmay, Kim Hyesoon, SAY SUE ME, Kim Ildu, Kim Keum Hee, Kim Soom, Kim Un-su, J-TONG and JINJAH, Pyun Hye-young, SÃ¸ren KjÃ¦rgaard, Mark
von Schlegell, Amalie Smith, Astrid Sonne, é£Ÿå“•ã•¾ã•¤ã‚Š a.k.a FOODMAN, Choi Taehyun, Elias Bender RÃ¸nnenfelt, Mercedes Azpilicueta, Huang Po-Chih, Jung Yoonsuk, Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook, Suh Yongsun,
Thu-Van TranVenue: Museum of Contemporary Art Busan, Yeongdo Harbor, BusanExhibition Title: Words at an Exhibition â€” an exhibition in ten chapters and five poemsDate: September 5 â€“ November 8,
2020Curated By:Â J
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